Saturday, May 25—Massachusetts State College. The Jessemen’s final contest of the season on the Hilltop Diamond this after­noon will bring to a close the season which the Blue and Gold have so far enjoyed. All the Jessemen have taken part and the outcome of the game will be awaited with great interest. The game will be held in the afternoon and the fans are urged to support the boys in all their contests.


4.30 p. m., Hermitage Hotel, Boston, Mass. Conference on the Modern Language Association of America.

LARRY NEWHLAL Elected
NEW JESTER’S PRESIDENT

Bates and Burnham Elected New Members of The Jesters; Mr. Ed Burnham, President, Respectively

Tuesday, May 24—At a meeting of the members of the Jesters held in the evening, Larry Newhall, ’39, who was Publicity Manager of the last production, was unanimously elected to suc­ceed Mr. Richard W. Insley, ’39, who has resigned from the position, and was also elected Vice­President and Secretary.

The committee awarding credits for the last production announced that Ward Bates had received enough credits to become a Senior Jester. Of a total of one hundred twenty-four credits was awarded and twenty-five Junior Jesters were added to the roll­list of the group. These Jesters are: Bruce Cummins, ’39, Ralph L. G. Andrews, ’41; Kenneth C. Leavitt, ’41; Harvey P. C. Newhall appointed Ed Burnham chair­man of a play­reading committee to select a play for presentation on the week-end of the Senior Ball.

The Jesters unanimously elected Ward Bates, ’39, as Business Manager, which office he has been holding since Tom Whaples’ resignation. Ed Burn­ham, ’40, who has taken part in the last two productions, was elected Vice­President and Secretary.

PHYSICS LECTURE GIVEN
BY MR. JOHN REINZART

Applications of Electron Tubes in Industry Are Discussed

Friday, May 27—Mr. John L. Reinartz, Consulting Engineer for the General Electric Company, discussed his work which he did on the "Discus­sions of Electrons" and "Applications of Electron Tubes in Indus­try," in the second floor lecture room of the Science Department. Mr. Reinartz is one of the pioneers of radio and is the originator of the many famous circuits which bear his name.

Mr. Reinartz commenced by ex­plaining the utility of the vacuum tube so that the excellent people who wish to prevent the dye from running when silk is in the process of being dyed, his experiments were carried on at the Chasey Brothers’ silk mill in St. Louis, Mo. He first noticed that there was no difference between a reference elec­tron tube and one which was situated near a vacuum tube voltmeter. Mr. Reinartz was able to solve this problem.

In another project which he was engaged in at Connecticut State, Mr. Reinartz was able to prove that where a solution contained silver chloride, there was a voltage difference between the two, and had the first twenty-four hours, found that the same situation existed. Mr. Reinartz discussed the practical applications of this discovery as applied to finding the level of the dye vat. Mr. Reinartz concluded with an ex­planation of the system he devised for measuring the color of the dye which was developed by him. He found that the electromotive force was lowest when the greatest chemical activity took place—this is, during the dying time.

The summary: Mr. Reinartz gave the formula for computing the actual amount of the dye in the vat, and the difference between the weight of the sodium salt of the dye and the weight of the dye itself in the vat. He then computed the amount of the sodium salt of the dye in the vat and the amount of the dye itself in the vat. He then computed the amount of the sodium salt of the dye in the vat and the amount of the dye itself in the vat.

TRIN BALL TEAM ENDS SESSION WITH LOSS TO MASSACHUSETTS STATE

Pete Rihl Drives Out Homer in Lost Game; Rains Is Out Nosed-4-3

O’MALLEY, RIHL STAR

Fren Riel Buffs Blues and Gold Batters as Jessemen Are Held to Eight Hits

Pete Rihl of the Blue and Gold hit two home runs in the loss to Holy Cross. He was also recently se­lected for the New England All­Star team for the first semester of the coming year at Tufts University.

The Blue and Gold were defeated by the Jessemen 4-3. The Jessemen were held to only five hits, and the offense of the Blue and Gold was led by Rihl. Rihl was picked off first. His hit into a double, and the threat sented on the week-end of the Junior-Junior Ball, was approximately seventy dollars. James B. Webber, ’34, Secretary.

Applications of Electron Tubes in Industry Are Discussed

Mr. Reinartz commenced by ex­plaining the utility of the vacuum tube so that the excellent people who wish to prevent the dye from running when silk is in the process of being dyed, his experiments were carried on at the Chasey Brothers’ silk mill in St. Louis, Mo. He first noticed that there was no difference between a reference elec­tron tube and one which was situated near a vacuum tube voltmeter. Mr. Reinartz was able to solve this problem.

In another project which he was engaged in at Connecticut State, Mr. Reinartz was able to prove that where a solution contained silver chloride, there was a voltage difference between the two, and had the first twenty-four hours, found that the same situation existed. Mr. Reinartz discussed the practical applications of this discovery as applied to finding the level of the dye vat. Mr. Reinartz concluded with an ex­planation of the system he devised for measuring the color of the dye which was developed by him. He found that the electromotive force was lowest when the greatest chemical activity took place—this is, during the dying time.
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WESLEYAN DOWNS TRIN ON HARTFORD DIAMOND

Redman Even Season Series with 4-3 Win Behind Cotter’s Three-Hit Pitching

Wednesday, May 25—Behind Frank Cotter’s three-hit pitching, the Wes- lenian baseball team’s Blue and Gold’s three-hi

Trowel the twenties, the Cedarville eleven of the twenties, it is

diverted evolution, it would increase the respect both of the students and

of the outside world for the college. We therefore urge that

be taken toward the securing of a fit author for such a history, and that

the book be published as soon as possible.

About the next page...
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DELTA PSI WINS ALUMNI TROPHY BY FINAL SPURT

Pipi Upall, After Gaining Lead in Winter Competition, is Clinical Seed.

Overcoming a final push which appeared to be an unsuccessful one at the end of the winter, the Sads from the "Hall" last week gained possession of the coveted Alumni Trophy, which has been almost entirely by Sigma Nu's since it was donated eight years ago.

At the end of the winter season of competition, alumni from the three classes who were absent were allowed to have the cup practically within their grasp, but when the Delta Psi race was edging out the Phi Psi in the last double match to take the tournament, things began to look bright for Phi Psi.

When the dark horses in the race followed this up with a surprise victory over the ATE baseball nine to win this tournament, it was definitely decided that the trophy should ornament the Sigma Nu mantlepiece. It was in this last game that the St. A.'s proved their ability to make the most of what they had when they were out of T-4, but scored seven runs to ATE's five.

The Alpha Chi Rho nine defeated the favored Gold Delta Nu's handily by a tune of 7-0, to take third place in the Outing baseball competition. The Alpha Delta Phi netmen to take third place in the tennis competition.

At the close of competition, Sigma Nu had ninety-one counters, Pipi Upall eighty-six, and Alpha Chi Rho seventy-eight, with Phi Psi finishing in the following order: Sigma Nu, Alpha Delta Phi, Alpha Chi Rho, Delta Phi, Phi Psi, Alpha Epsilon, Alpha Kappa, the Commons Club, Delta Phi, Neutral "C," and "Neat." The box score of the final baseball game between Delta Phi and Alpha Kappa.

TRINITY TRACK TEAM NOSED OUT BY TUFTS

Blue and Gold Defeated 66-60 as ATE Trackers

A splendid Tufts College track squad went back to Medford today a splendid job of trackwork, and squeezing out a Trinity team by gar­nering the event of the day in a push the point score to 66 against 60 for Trinity.

This was a thrilling finish and this, too, the last of the meet, which was one of the best seen on Trinity Field in recent years.

After see-sawing back and forth during the major part of the afternoon, the count stood tied at 54 all, with the 220-yard dash and the broad jump hanging in the balance. Co-captain "Ace" Brennan came through in the dash, to garner the second win of the afternoon, and Trinity took a point lead 59 to 58, but the Jambos captured the top two places in the broad jump, to put their team up.

Tufts surprised Trinity fans by sweeping three places in the half-mile event to shut out the Trinity record-holder, Tommy McLaughlin, and by winning the last event, showing definite strength in the middle distance races. Dave Quinby rounded out the TUFTS performance with victories in both the mile and 220, to lead the scorers. With a Tufts sweep of the 220, the Jambos coasted to an easy first in the two- miler, and capitalized on the scoring in the hurdles, the Tufts men close behind with a win in the quarter and finished second in the 220.

The Trinity men came through with performances in their last meet for the season, and both the Co-captain Brennan, Clem Motton, and "Chet" Chotkowski, Chotkowski, along with Brennan, turned in a double win with fires in the javelin and discus throws, while Motton placed third in the 120 high hurdles and turned in a time of 26.1 to take third place in the 100 high hurdles and a time of 56.1 to take third place for second with Joe Astman in the pole vault.

Patrolia of Trinity tried for the college record, but had to win the vault, only to brush the bar off and turn in a height of 12.53 on his third attempt. The Hilltoppers swept the javelin and held in the triple jump, while Motton placed third in the 120 high hurdles and turned in a time of 26.1 to take third place for second with Joe Astman in the pole vault.

The score by innings:

SUFFIELD NINE DOWNS BLUE AND GOLD FROSH

Strang Meets First Defeat in Bad Eighth Innings — Second Loss for Frosh

Thursday, May 30 — Ted Strang, hitherto undefeated fresh hurler, faced Suffield for the first time in his career, and Suffield nixed out a late inning victory over the Blue and Gold yearlings. The game dragged in for eight innings, with Strang and Money facing each other on the mound. Suffield pushed across one run in the seventh with a double down the second base.

In the eighth found the frosh trying hard to tie the score, for they brought Burleson and Farnsworth to the plate with none out. Strang out the chaffing of Money and the score was 1-0. In the ninth, Suffield loaded the bases and with none out, Money got three outs, but that was all.

Although the final score seemed to indicate a marked superiority by the Suffield nine, the statistics show that the froshmen were outshone only by ten to eight. This, together with the moments of poor fielding at critical points, gave the Suffield nine a victory.

Roberts and Mulcahy provided the potential runs for Suffield, and three runs came home in the second inning, with eight runs driving in the rest of the scoring.

Suffield piled on their runs in the sixth inning, with the scores being 7-0. In the seventh, Suffield loaded the bases, but could only scratch with three runs.

Tremain, however, was unable to get on base, and the score was 6-6. This was when the Frosh broked the tie, and went on to score three more runs in the ninth inning. The final score was 9-6, with the froshmen scoring ten runs to the Suffield nine's four.

CAMPUS OPINION

The Question: Do you believe that semiclassical music or classical music should be "swung"?

The Answers:

John Scarsorn, '38:

No! I believe the swingings of classic and semiclassical music is definitely offensive. To degrade majesty and beauty with base, or effusive, cacophonous, jingling rhythm is a thoughtless desecration of art. It won't be long before they will be hi-de-hoing the "Rock of Ages" and idealizing the devil in the "Saint Sanctorum."

Ralph Grover, Special Student:

No; because semiclassical or classical music when thus modernized cheapens the tradition of the concert hall. Also, this process hinders the potential power of people who want to appreciate classical music. Furthermore, modern "swing" composers cannot improve upon what the original composers have expressed.

Frank Kelly, '41:

Why not? Any really good composition should be able to stand the test of time. Furthermore, I think that the swinging of classical music is an art and is a thoughtless desecration of art. Furthermore, I think that the swinging of classical music is a thoughtless desecration of art.

That kills."


STRAW—Now Playing—"Robin Hood," with Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Claude Rains and Ian Hunter. Starting Tuesday night.


PACKARD BOOTH SHOE 218 Asylum Street, Hartford, Near the Allyn Theatre

ALEXANDER'S LEARN TO FLY" ZIMMER FLIGHT SCHOOL

MOTHERS' DAY

FATHERS' DAY

PINEAPPLE RACKS CIGARS LIGHTERS SETS

NEW ENGLAND CO

Connecticut's Greatest Five-Man Shoe Store 141 ASYLUM STREET

Learn to Fly

THREE TIMES A YEAR, YOU CAN TRAVEL TO THE SKIES FOR LESS THAN THE COST OF A WEEKEND'S ENTERTAINMENT AT HOME!

3 CARS RIDE FOR THE PRICE OF 1

G. F. COX & CO.

Men's Furnishings — Street Floor.

Rooftop, in tailors and polo model. Shirts in rayon, madras, seersucker, or linen. Latest colors $2.00 to $6.50. Tie $2.50 to $6.50.

G. F. COX & CO.

With

SUNDAY SIGHTSEEING TOURS

11:30 A.M. EVERY SUNDAY

BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT

To any of the beautiful New England historic and scenic spots.

BROAD AND VERNON STS.

PATRONIZE...THE COLLEGE STORE

This is the store your father and grandfather patronized. Here you can get a good, quick Lunch, Ice Cream, and Delicatessen articles.

MAX SCHER, Prop.

The Oldest Store near the Campus is located there.

OFFICE DEPARTMENT: Union Station, Hartford, Conn.
510 Church St.; Tel. 2-8203 — Tel. 2-2118.

Direct from your rooms, at low cost, high economy and one tenant, or a group of ten in all cities and principal towns. No waiting around, no dickering. Ask for "Coles" or "Colleens": they are priceless for travelers. Handy—Rather! And fast as well as convenient. When you return to your traveler's seat, you'll be ready for the same dependable, helpful route. Special tags and labels — by far the best to use — free. When you return to your seat, you needn't wait an extra moment to call and you enjoy your train trip immensely.

RIVERAIL EXPRESS

A INDIVIDUAL SERVICES TO AND FROM RAILWAY EXPRESS

W I D E — W A N D R E S S — R R

W I D E — W A N D R E S S — R R

W I D E — W A N D R E S S — R R
the superior eating places that our President had told us about, but somewhere along the route we passed a store where they were practically giving away rum at a dollar a bottle, and in a few minutes the whole question of food slipped our minds completely.

By the way, if any of the students ever dock at St. George's, they might...

---

Brooklyn Law School

of St. Lawrence University invites inquiries from those students who wish to begin their law study in June or September of 1938. Limited number of scholarships available. For information, address The Registrar, 375 Pearl St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

---

Quality Book and Publication Printers

Since 1905

THE BOND PRESS, INC.

94 ALLYN STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

Telephone 2-8901

---

Chesterfields

Wishy-Washy Features of the PLEASURE cigarette

GRACE MOORE
ACME KOSTELANETZ
PAUL WHITEMAN
DEBRA TAYLOR
PAUL DOUGLAS

For aroma... for taste... for mildness

Chesterfields

More pleasure than any other cigarette

Copyright 1938, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.